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McNerney grievance hearing
delayed for search of letter
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Thomas McNerney Cr) discusses the hearing with attorney Ernest Miller

By Doreen Caravaial
and Cheryl Dennison
The Thomas McNerney
grievance hearing recessed last
week so that the administration
could locate a letter it claimed could
clarify which policies were in effect
when McNerney was denied
retention last May.
Before recessing, Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns denied
charges that he had promised a peer
re-evaluation for McNerney, a
probationary administration of
justice (AJ) assistant professor.
Earlier in the hearing, Ernest
Miller, McNerney’s attorney,
challenged AJ Prof. Ray Quinn’s
testimony that McNerney "did not
prepare for his classes and his
lectures were not coordinated."
The hearing will probably continue April 15 and 16.
The administration is looking for

Onetime S.J. leader Hamann
presumed dead in jet crash
A.P. "Dutch" Hamann, who
guided the growth of San Jose for 19
years, is presumed dead, according
to Pan American World Airways,
along with his wife Frances, in the
wake of the worst aviation disaster
in history Sunday in the Canary
Islands.
The Hamanns were among an
estimated 36 Santa Clara area residents involved in the two-plane
collision which killed 562 people.
Steve Sparacino, son of a San
Jose bail bondsman, and Jim and
Elsie Naik of Cupertino were listed
as survivors.
Sparacino’s wife is unaccounted
for and presumed dead as are
Wilbur and LaNelle Cox, Robert
Rasch, Steven and Mary Dorcich,
Joan Wilkinson, and Roy and
Katherine Dorcich, all of San Jose.
The San Jose residents were
aboard a Pan Am 747 jet preparing
to take off when a KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines 747 rammed it while attempting to take off.
All 249 passengers on the Dutch
airliner were killed.
Hamann ’served as city manager
from 1950 to 1969. During those 19
years he played a major role in the
transition of San Jose from an agricultural town to a major metropolitan region.
Hamann’s goal as city manager
was to build San Jose into a city that
would rival Los Angeles in size.
During his tenure the city grew in
size from 17 square miles to 140
square miles with a sphere of influence over another 150 square miles,
according to Hamann’s own calculations.
The population also jumped from
92,000 to more than 500,000 persons.
Since his retirement eight years
ago, Hamann, 68, devoted his
energies to a variety of civic activities. He was the chairman of the
San Jose Bicentennial Commission
and also served as public relations

the city business community
engaging successfully in land speculation.
In an interview a week and one
half ago, Hamann said since his
retirement he has kept close watch
over San Jose politics and trends.
Councilman Joe Colla, a political
ally of Hamann, called Hamann a
"genius."
"Just go out and take a look at the
monuments this man has left," Colla
said.

A.P. "Dutch" Hamann
vice president for Santa Clara
University, his alma mater.
Hamann also kept close ties with

Colla listed the "Bayshore highway and the redwood trees planted
alongside it, the Coyote Park Chain,
and the freeway system which was
built with a minimum amount of
relocation," as some of Hamann’s
major accomplishments.
"This was a man who had a heart
. . . He was just like a father down at
city hall," he said.

SJSU judo team wins
16th straight U.S. title
The Spartan judo team, led by
first-place finishers Keith Nakasone, Brewster Thompson and
Shawn Gibbons, won the national
collegiate championship for the 16th
straight year Saturday night.
Leonard Urso added a second
place to give SJSU 37 team points in
the men’s division. San Francisco
State was second with 13, while
Michigan and Northeastern tied for
the women’s competition title with
20 points.
Nakasone was named the outstanding collegiate judo competitor
of the year after throwing his 139-

pound opponent in a highly emotional final match before 2,000 at the
Spartan gym.
Gibbons won the heavyweight
title and Thompson the 210-pound
crown while Urso, a 165-pounder,
lost on a controversial judge’s call to
Don Tashima of Cerritos.
Steve Seek of Santa Monica won
in the 154 weight class as SJSU’s
David Fulcuhara was defeated
earlier by David Ross of San Francisco State. Mitch Palacio was the
176-pound winner as the Spartans’
Mike Stubblefield lost previously to
Gaylord Lane of West Valley.
For details, see page 4.

a letter it claims nullified the section
in the Faculty Reference Book
which states the department
chairman must both discuss with
faculty members how well they are
meeting the department’s needs and
help them improve their teaching
skills.
The date on the letter sent to the
Academic Senate chairman will
determine whether this policy was in
effect when McNerney was terminated last May, Miller said.
McNerney was evaluated twice
by Quinn and three times by AJ
Department Chairman Edward
Peoples during the fall 1975
semester, Miller said.
"Yet Peoples never discussed the
evaluations with McNerney until
after his report (to the school
retention and tenure committee)
was completed," he continued.
Unsuccessful recess
Earlier in the hearing, Miller
unsuccessfully called for a recess
until a peer re-evaluation
"promised" McNerney was completed.
The re-evaluation had been ordered by Burns after Jack Kurzweil,
United Professors of California
president, charged that McNerney
might have been unfairly treated in
his departmental evaluation.
"Kurzweil said that political,
rather than academic, judgments
were being made," Burns said, "and
that McNerney’s teaching was not
as bad as alleged."
"McNerney was promised he

would be re-evaluated," Miller said.
"Until that is done, this issue (the
grievance) is mute."
Burns said he committed himself
to a "supplemental evaluation"
made by instructors outside the AJ
department.
"That’s quite different and more
limited than the interpretation that I
ordered a complete new
evaluation," Burns said.
"The academic vice president
has no power to suspend a
presidential decision," he added.
During the morning hearing,
Professor Quinn questioned McNerney’s teaching ability, basing his
evaluation in part on three visits he
made to his upper division investigative technique class in the
fall of 1975.
Quinn quoted from those lectures
for the committee to illustrate his
charges of teaching incompetence.
Explanation fails
He charged McNerney’s
classroom explanation of justifiable
homicide indicated a disregard for
the value of life because the
professor failed to discuss the
subject more intensively.
Quinn said McNerney made the
statement, "If a burglar runs from a
house the police may chase and kill
him. Community values determine
when shooting is justifiable . . .
Tulare County is more likely to get
away with it than Santa Clara
County."
McNerney allegedly said this to
his class to correct a previous ex-

planation after he discussed the
subject with the district attorney’s
office.
Quinn said he did not believe any
D.A.’s office would agree with such
an interpretation.
He never informed McNerney of
his disapproval because, "I’m not
going to correct his whole moral
background by going and telling him
I disagree with him. I saw no purpose in a discussion of philosophical
beliefs."
Quinn said McNerney’s cursory
talk about homicide was typical of
his lectures.
The professor "spent the entire
period jumping from subject to
subject . . . I could not perceive any
logical development of investigative
instruction," Quinn said.
Under questioning Quinn said he
had not looked at the course
readings or questioned students to
determine if McNerney was
following the same progression of
the course textbook
Mixed evaluations
Student evaluations of McNerney’s teaching ability were mixed,
according to Burns.
"The majority said he wasn’t
that good," he noted.
However, Burns admitted the AJ
department had not followed a
consistent standard of student
evaluation and this could have influenced the results.
(Continued on page 3)

120 students answer poll

Ferguson’s name unknown?
This is the first of a three-part
series.
By Mark Rosenberg
Does the name "James
Ferguson" ring a bell?
To almost half the SJSU students
questioned in a recent Spartan Daily
poll, it does not.
About 46 per cent of 120 day and
night students who participated in
the straw poll could not correctly
name A.S. President Ferguson.
This statistic contrasts the fact
that 84 per cent of the students polled
believed student government had a
direct effect on them. Also, 80 per
cent felt the ;10 contribution they
made to A.S. Government was
worthwhile.
The consensus of the students
polled said that, although they were
not interested in student government or its actions, they were sure it
served a necessary purpose.
About 53 per cent of students said
they were aware of actions taken by
A.S. Government. But only 30 per
cent could name any action.
A.S. Council’s actions in dealing
with parking and budget matters
hold a prominent position in the
minds of SJSU students, according
to the survey.
When asked if they would go to an
A.S. Council meeting for help with a
problem, 41 per cent of the students

answered "yes."
Just how seriously students
consider attending council meetings
is questionable, however, because
only 16 per cent of students surveyed
knew what day council meets.
One student said A.S. Council
meets "on every other full moon."
About 19 per cent of students
surveyed said they voted in the last
A.S. election, although A.S. Council
Adviser Louie Barozzi said less than
10 per cent of the SJSU student
population voted in it.
"Some of them must have faulty
memories," Barozzi said.
The results of the survey did not
surprise him. Barozzi said.
Students’ interest in A.S. government has been declining since the
early 19705.
Barozzi said one encouraging
aspect of the survey’s results is that
while Ferguson was virtually
unknown before he was elected. 46
per cent of the students now know
his name.
Students who did not know his
name offered a variety of erroneous
guesses.
There were a few scattered "Jimsomethings" along with the typical
"I don’t know" answer. One student
thought the A.S. President was
James Richardson. Another answered, "Dr. Roy Young."
After answering the questions on

the survey, students were asked for
other comments.
Becka Boss, business junior, said
students are uninterested in student
government because SJSU is a
commuter school.
"I used to go to Chico State,
which is located in a college community," she said. "Student interest
there was high."
Mark Marinovich, psychol4y
junior, said student government’s
only purpose is to fulfill self-interests for students involved.
Carrie Peyton. journalism
senior, said the A.S. Council wastes
hours making decisions that should
be made in a few minutes.
"I was a member of a committee
that requested an A.S. allocation," .
she said. "It was an unnecessarily
long process."
The average age of the students
surveyed is about 21. Sixty-four
male students and 56 female
students were polled.
About 58 per cent of the male
students and 34 per cent of the
female students knew the name of
the A.S. President.
The second part of the series will
appear in tomorrow’s Spartan
Daily. It will deal with the effectiveness of student government and its
relationship with the administration.

Carter’s ’trust me’ theme
considered odd by journalist
By Carol Sarasolui
Most young men at the age of 14
are concerned about girls, their appearance and the latest fads in
records and dancing.
But in 1921, at the age of 14, I.F.
"Izzy" Stone started a monthly
newspaper called The Progress.
At 15, he was a reporter for a New
Jersey paper.
His remarkable wit and political
insight, after 51 years of reporting,
editing and writing 11 books, was
still evident Saturday when he spoke
before 200 enthusiastic listeners at
San Jose City College.
"I’ve covered Washington since
1922," he said, "but that doesn’t
mean that I know much about it. In
Washington if you’re not confused.
you’re not well informed."
Stone said he had intended to
speak about the Central Intelligence
Agency, but chose instead to talk
about Jimmy Carter’s first two
months as President.
"Carter’s campaign theme was
’Trust me’. Now that’s an odd
slogan. Our republic was founded
200 years ago on the premise that no
one in government can be trusted,"

he said. "That’s why separation of
powers, the Supreme Court and the
freedom of the press were written
into the constitution."
Stone said Carter had promised
new faces in government and would
scour the nation for the new leaders.
"Has anyone in San Jose been
scoured to be secretary of stater he
asked.
"He (Carter) said he would never
lie to us," Stone said. "Well I suppose he hasn’t really lied, but what
we have is the standard model of
post World War II leaders from
Standard Oil and Chase Manhattan
bank a bunch of faceless leaders."
Stone said he found some comfort
in Andrew Young, a black, being
appointed as Ambassador to the
United Nations, but said he would
have felt much better if a black had
been appointed attorney general instead of Griffin Bell.
"But I guess Young’s appointment is better than Nixon’s policy of
benign neglect," he added.
Speaking of Nixon, Stone said we
used to have Billy Graham sitting
outside the oval office
now we
have Billy Graham in the oval office

"Carter sounds like he’s talking
to his Bible class," he said. "I suppose the men in his class are a nice
group. They lead profitable lives
based on agri-business and the exploitation of cheap labor-resisting
the idea of racial equality for as long
as possible."
The audience applauded when he
added. "Some of those Christians
should be fed to the lions."
Stone had something to say about
just about every aspect of government including the budget, taxes,
Vietnam and reorganizing the
bureaucracy.
"The budget is essentially
conservative. If we had a Republican president and he submitted that
budget to Congress there would have
been a lively debate relating to
human needs. Now there’s no debate
except on the extreme right. Let’s
face it, the budget is made up for
nervous businessmen who need reassuring, not the poor."
"Carter promised to fulfill the
Democratic platform, balance the
budget, and not raise taxes. He can
do any two of these things but not all
three. He can’t fulfill the platform

and balance the budget without raising taxes."
"Carter was asked by a reporter if he planned to fulfill Nixon’s
promise to rebuild Vietnam. His
answer wasn’t too surprising. He
said the destruction was mutual. We
only went to Vietnam to defend the
freedom of the South Vietnamese,
not to capture land. He said we
shouldn’t apologize for our involvement. Well I haven’t seen any destruction from B-1 bombers over
still
here. Isn’t it amazing he
thinks we were fighting for freedom."
"What we really need in a president is someone who can mobilize
the better angels of our nature. We
must be asked to sacrifice." he said.
"How long can we survive in an
economy which is geared to providing non-necessities of life to people
who already have everything. Our
basic resources are being used up in
this razzle-dazzle."
"Just how many color television
sets do you need?" he asked the
audience.
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Five young followers of the
Rev. Sun Myung Moon were
turned over to their parents’
custody Thursday by the San
Francisco Superior Court.
The "Moonies" were all in
their early 20s, According to their
defense attorney, they had been
converted to Moon’s Unification

Church. According to the
parents. the five had been influenced by "coercive persuasion." or brainwashing, and
need to be ’deprogrammed.’
Was the court protecting the
young people or denying their
rights as adults? Here are three
views in answer to that question.

The Moonie custody decision
Religious persecution claimed

Pro/Con
[ UNIFICATION
CHURCH

The only difference with last
week’s decision is that it represents
the judge’s endorsement of the
persecution of an alternative
religion.
Proponents of the decision say
the Moonies were being "forced" to
stay in the sect.
However, the five Moonies affected by Thursday’s decision could

By Mark F. Bowen
Last Thursday’s decision by a
San Francisco judge to force five
adult Moonies to live with their
parents for 30 days is one of the most
oppressive decisions to be banded
down in recent years.
It is, as the Moonies’ attorney
Ralph Baker said, "modern day
religious persecution."
S.F. Superior Court Judge S. Lee
Vavuris’ decision to give conservatorship of the five followers of
the Rev. Sun Myung Moon to their
parents came after the parents
claimed "brainwashing tactics"
were used to force their children
with
all legal adults
to stay
Moon’s Unification Church.
Now, reverse brainwashing, or
"deprogramming" has been ordered for the Moonies.
The judge’s decision is tantamount to the supression of a
minority religion by the state.
It is an example of the continuing
conflict of religions that has been
part of the human condition for as
long as history has been recorded.

Mark F. Bosneag is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
have left the Rev. Mr. Moon’s group
whenever they wanted, as many exMoonies have.
But now their right to make the
decision to stay or leave is being
denied them.
Vavuris said his reason for ordering the deprogramming was that
the case involved "the very essence
father, and
of life the mother,
children. There is nothing closer in
our society than the family," he
said.
The institution of the family is

undoubtedly important, but the
power of parents to control their
children’s lives ends at the age of 18.
The youngest Moonie to be deprogrammed is 21 years old, an age at
which, according to most laws of
American society, a person is free to
make his or her own decisions.
Al 21, a person should be able to
believe any philosophy he or she
chooses, or associate with anybody
he or she wants.
The five Moonies affected by last
week’s decision are being stripped of
these basic rights.
The decision clearly goes against
the freedoms guaranteed by the
First and Fourteenth Amendments
to the Constitution of the United
States, and is being appealed by the
Moonies’ attorneys and by the
American Civil Liberties Union.
Hopefully, the appeals court will
see the dangers of last week’s
decision and overturn it.
Until they do, though, the constitutional guarantees of freedom of
religion and freedom of association
aren’t worth a nickel.

Court ruling threatens freedom

0

Brainwashed and incompetent
By Kitty O’Neil
l’hursday’s court decision to
return five young followers of the
Rev. Sun Myung Moon. the self-proclaimed new Messiah, to their
parents for 30 days was made in the
best interest of the young people.
Judge S. Lee Vavuris made the
decision believing the young people
had lost their competence because of
brainwashing during their
association with the Moonies.
The brainwashing, done by using
protein and sleep deprivation along
with verbal persuasion, takes away
people’s identity and individuality,
causing them to worship Rev. Moon
and his philosophy. His followers
will do anything he tells them, and
are used for slave labor.
According to ex-Moonie David L.
Needle (Newsweel, June 14, 1976)
the recruit is put through rounds of
physical isolation and exhaustion,
alternating bouts of positive and
negative ego reinforcement and a
gradually unfolding disapproval of
parents, religion, and other "satanic" institutions of the world.
During Needle’s stay at the Boonville farm (the center for new
Moonies in California) he found his
days contained endless hours of
singing, dodgeball, lectures and
calisthenics. He was also assigned a
constant companion whose job it
was to persuade him not to leave.
Ex-Moonie John Rice (Newsweek. June 14, 1976) reported that
being under the influence of Rev.
Moon was like going into a trance.
He said that each action became a
matter of right or wrong and that
after awhile "I was turning on the

water faucets with a mind as to
whether it was for God or for
Satan."
Redwood City Tribune reporter
Dana Gosney described what was
billed as "The best weekend of your
life" as a nightmare in a March 13
article in the San Jose Mercury
News. He said he was not left alone
Kitty O’Neil is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
for a minute while he was at the
International Ideal City Ranch in
Boonville, and that his questions
about the organization and teachings it followed were dodged.
When he was finally told that they
followed the teachings of the Rev.
Sun Myung Moon he asked to leave.
Permission was denied. He was
finally allowed to leave more than
three hours after his original
request. However, permission was
not granted until after he had gone
through many obstacles set up on
purpose to get his belongings, and
had listened to many pleas for him to
stay.
A little closer to home for me is
an instance in which the son of one of
my high school teachers was held
against his will by the Moonies in
Germany. The son, a Moonie,
wanted to come home and was
refused permi§sion to leave. He then
went to son%one above his immediate superior and again was
refused permission to leave. He kept
going to higher authorities and kept
being refused permission to leave.
His mother finally had to send
money through the black market to

Letters
Conspiracy
against Arabs
Editor:
As one of the thousands of Arab
students in this country, I wish to
express my resentment against
David Willman’s biased article
under the headline "SJSU foreign
students under investigation as a
part of nationwide insurance fraud,"
which appeared in the March 18
issue of Spartan Daily.
Covering half of the front page, at
first, the size of the article gave me
the sensation of some local disaster.
However, after reading the article. I
came to the conclusion that Spartan
Daily has joined the bandwagon of
anti "Ayraaab" hysteria.
As related by Willman, the
various insurance fraud investigators appear to be unanimous in
their belief that some Middle
Eastern students, especially those
from Arab countries, are "suspected
of bilking more than a dozen insurance companies of at least $5
million. Furthermore, the investigators believe that some of this
money could have been funnelled to
the Palestinian Liberation
Organization (PLO) for political
purposes."

),

Although only two arrests have
been made in connection with the
above allegations, the state and
private investigators have blown
the case out of proportion and made
it to appear as a nation-wide conspiracy without conclusive evidence. If someone is guilty, he
should pay for his guilt.
But, the way the mass media and
insurance companies have handled
the "insurance fraud" case contradicts the spirit of the U.S. Constitution which guarantees the due
process of the law. A man is innocent
until proven guilty.
But, you see, these allegations
against Arab students are not accidental. They are rooted in anti-Arab
hysteria that was generated tour
years ago during the so-called gas
shortage. Then, the American public
was brainwashed to believe that the
shortages were due to the Arabs’
avarice, while in fact, it has been
alleged that the shortages were
created so that the American oil
companies could increase their own
profits.
In recent months, the insurance
companies have been frowned upon
for raising their premiums. Like oil
companies, thlty are compelled to
find justification for their action.
Again, the Arabs are the villains
who have scooped up the companies’
profits.
Ninos David
Political Science senior

get him out of the country. He is still
a Moonie, but he’s home.
According to the Newsweel article, recruits who elect to stay with
the group are subjected to long
months of reform of their mental,
moral, physical and social habits.
The converts are then asked to
break all family ties, to give up jobs
and school, and replace their
physical parents with the Rev. and
Mrs. Moon.
Parents have tried to get their
children returned to them in many
other ways (besides the current
court order) including kidnapping
them from the Moonies, and filing
suits charging Rev. Moon and his
Unification Church with violating
the Fair Labor Standards Act, the
Internal Revenue Code. the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act and the
Thirteenth Amendment forbidding
slavery.
After seeing the five Moonies on
the news last week giving robot-like
answers I believe that they are incompetent. It was almost like
someone was controlling them like
puppets on a string. I couldn’t
believe they could let themselves be
so controlled.
This decision does not say that
the young people can never return to
the Moonies’ it is simply giving the
parents the right to a chance to undo
what Rev. Moon used his rights to
do.
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the world, have alienated tnemselves from society enough to allow
the decision to stand. The media,
especially, despises the Rev. Mr.
Moon and his religion, which has the
earmarks of the kind of organization
journalists love to expose.
Dana Gosney of the Redwood
City Tribune writes of "escaping" a
Moonie camp and of "coercion" and

By Laurie Slothower
Last week’s decision concerning
the five followers of the Rev. Mr.
Moon casts dire portents on the
autonomy of child-parent relationships.
In handing down the decision,
Superior Court Judge S. Lee Vavuris
stated:
"A child is a child even though
the parents might be 60 and the
children 30."
Presumably the "Faithful Five",
as they are called, will be whisked
off to the Freedom of Thought
Center in Arizona to be fed Anita
Bryant orange juice commercials
and "I Love Lucy" re-runs until they
reach milksop normalcy.
But this decision isn’t bad for just
Moonies.
By implication it is a threat to
every teenager or young adult who
has smoked pot, dated someone his
or her parents hated or ran away
in short, anything
from home
parents dislike enough to take legal
action.
And now they have a precedent.
The youngest "Moonie" is 21: the
oldest is 26.
By all legal standards they are
old enough to drink, vote and own
property but not old enough to
think, apparently.
The irony of it is that the
Moonies, in their efforts to reform

WI40 KEEPS HOLLERNG

Laurie Slothower is the Spartan
Daily news editor.

"authoritarian" lectures. What
actually constitutes the "coercion"
is unclear to me; the Moonies seem
masters of suggestive selling
techniques known to aggressive
vacuum cleaner salesmen and
Marine Corps recruiters for years.
Granted, if it were legal to jail a
group for tastelessness above and
beyond the call of duty, the Rev. Mr.
Moon wouldn’t have a leg to stand
on. Ostensibly, the laws apply to
people we don’t like, such as the
Rev. Mr. Moon. and presumably
give all adults the ’right’ to be
strange, as Time magazine termed
it.
But last week’s decision in San
Francisco is a giant step backwards
for personal liberties under the guise
of protecting the family.
What is even more unsettling is
that the custodianships are usually
granted to the parents without the

Amur kumal oc.4115:4

judge hearing the "defendants’
side.
Now the United States is
following in the footsteps of the
Soviet Union, which sends its
dissidents into "mental institutions." One wonders how
Christianity would have spread had
its followers’ parents tried to have
them de-programmed for believing
that a carpenter could rise from the
grave and indeed promise them
eternal life.
The final paradox of the Moonie
decision lies in the arguments of the
parents’ attorneys, who said the
Faithful Five had "ceased to be
individuals who-could std up and
challenge what they had been told
. . . they ceased to participate in the
social consciousness activities in
which they had been so interested."
Funny, that is one criticism I
would make about most of cons
temporary American middle class
society.

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or by mail.
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Councilman says scandal seekers
in press impede new city programs

4,0,1 1..ixin
Councilman Jim Self advises an advanced news writing class to
are hampered by inaccurate and misleading reporting, " he said

be accurate

City officials

By Carol Sarasold
Watergate-style investigative reporting sometimes hampers city officials in their ability to
launch new programs,
Councilman Jim Self said
last week.
"The press has
developed the attitude that
there is a scandal under
every rock and behind
every politician," Self told
an advanced newswriting
class Friday.
Self said he believes this
concern with scandals has
led reporters, faced with a
tight deadline, to print information which is in-

Victory still not assured

Stadium fund-raising effort
drives past 50-yard line
Seven months remain
until the Spartan Stadium
Campaign Committee
hopes to reach its $3 million
goal and uncertainty still
looms about the chances
for success.
The committee hopes to
raise the money in time tor
SJSU’s homecoming game
Oct. 29.
The stadium currently
:holds 18,155 officially and
18,500 with additional
temporary seats. The $3
million would go toward expanding the stadium to
hold approximately 30,000
spectators, and would also
improve restroom, concession stand and press box
facilities.
Thus far, $1.5 million
has been raised in the campaign that began officially
last August.

50 jobs:
apply
by Friday
Students interested in
summer jobs in everything
from librarianship to
chemistry must contact the
SJSU Career Planning and
Placement Center by
Friday.
Margaret Wilkes, the
center’s adviser. said 50
student assistants will be
hired by the California
Health Department for
positions throughout the
:state. The positions offer
salaries of $592 per month.
Students majoring in
sciences, occupational
therapy, education and
various health-related subjects are preferred.
Most of the openings for
positions are in the Sacramento, Berkeley, San
Francisco and Los Angeles
areas.
For job descriptions and
applications, contact the
Career Planning and
Placement Job Listing
Service, 122 S. Ninth St. upstairs
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The goal was to have
been reached earlier this
month but the deadline was
pushed to August when it
became apparent the $3
million was unobtainable
by the original date.
Large Pledges
Most of the 1.5 million
raised has come through
large pledges of $250 to
$12,500, which are made in
return for options to buy
seats in the stadium.
For instance, if $12,500
or more is pledged, there is
an option to buy a press box
seat for any event at the
stadium in the next 10
years.
If a smaller pledge is
made, of say $250, the
pledger would have first
option to buy a sideline seat
for any event in the upcoming 10 years.
When the plan of expanding Spartan Stadium
first came up, backers
wanted to raise around $6
million for the project. But
when the fund raisers
realized that figure was out
of reach, the current goal
was set.
Although no definite
plans have been made on
how the money will be
divided in the project, seating apparently has priority
over the other facilities.
Stan Burnham, Dean of
Applied Sciences and Arts
at SJSU, and longtime
supporter of the project,
said enlarging the capacity
of the stadium is crucial to
SJSU’s athletic future.
"Without an expanded
stadium, it would be very
difficult to support our athletic program," Burnham
said.
Earthquakes benefit
Ben Reichmuth, professional fund raiser and
committee head, thinks the
San Jose Earthquakes
soccer team, who also play

at Spartan Stadium, could
average 25,000 fans a game
in an enlarged stadium.
"Improved facilities get
more people into the stadium," said Reichmuth, in
reference to the food stands
and restrooms that will be
renovated and increased in
number.
Top rock groups may be
attracted to Spartan Stadium to perform after the
expansion. Reichmuth says
25,000 spectators are
needed just to break even
on rock concerts.
The stadium will be able
to hold up to 33,000 for
musical performances because the playing field can
be used as a seating area.
The actual construction
and improvement costs
will total $2.7 million. The
other $300,000 will go for
unexpected problems that
may come up, as well as
paying for sewage adjustments, the Environmental
Impact Report and the
fund raising costs.
Consultant utilized
Currently SJSU has a
professional consultant
working to make the performance specifications
and design criteria. An
architect and construction
team will be following if
and when the stadium is expanded.
After the professional
consultant is through, his
work goes to the chancellor
for trustee approval.
If it is accepted, the
trustees will begin the process of selecting a bid for
the job of expanding Spartan Stadium. The team that
does the actual work on the
stadium must follow the
professional consultant’s
plan.
This process is also
financed out of the $300.000
that will not go for construction or improvements.

accurate, biased and misleading.
"If I make an error," he
said, "take me to the
cleaners, but report as
accurately as possible," he
advised.
Copies of a January San
Jose News article were
passed out which Self said
made it look like he was
trying to "perpetrate a
boondoggle."

Students
defend
A.J. prof
(Continued from page 1)
McNerney’s Tower List
evaluation, which rated his
teaching above average,
was not taken into consideration because of
university policy, Burns
said.
McNerney’s student
supporters at the hearing
challenged the charge that
his teaching was
inadequate.
John Kunkel, AJ major
and a student in McNerney’s fall 1976 investigative
technique class said the
controversial class was the
best he’d had so far.
"Investigation is more
than just walking in,
reporting a crime and
collecting evidence. In McNerney’s class we learned
how to deal with people
like how to talk with a
victim of a crime," he said.
Kunkel said the lectures
and material were not
unorganized and maintains
charges against McNerney
stem from a personality
clash within the department.

Personal Diu
"I believe this reporter
has a personal bias against
city council members," he
said. "I handed out a press
release two days before
this story appeared. The
release was treated in a
straightforward manner at
that time."

Scheduled to be opened
in September, the $50,000
amphitheater’s unveiling
was delayed by construction problems, according to
Union director Ron
Barrett.
Tomorrow’s festivities
will begin at 10:45 a.m.

solo guitarist Skip
Garcia. The SJSU Choir,
guitarist Fred Navarro, the
SJSU Jazz Group and the
Baker’s Opera Folk Group
also will perform tomorrow.
The comedy group
"Duck’s Breath Mystery
Theater" will begin Thursday’s entertainment at
noon. Following will be
"The Flying Brothers
Karamozov," a group
which performs a variety
of juggling acts.
The SJSU Concert Band
will close the amphitheater
ceremonies Thursday
afternoon.
All of the performers
from off campus will be
paid out of Union funds.

"When we (the city
council) are talking about a
project that will cost
millions of dollars and it’s
being treated like a boondoggle by the press, it
really hurts our credibility," he said.

Other discrepancies between what Self said and
what appeared in print
made his next trip back to
Washington to discuss support for the project "very

Award -winning poet
Carolyn Forche will hold
informal rap sessions at 11
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
She will also lead a panel
discussion at 2 p.m. today
in the A.S. Council chambers. All events are free.

S.U. Pacheco Room.
Les Hogan, chairman of
Fairchild Semiconductor,
will speak at the SAM dinner meeting at 7 p.m.
tomorgow at Fung Lum
Restaurant on Sascom
Avenue near the Pruneyard. Tickets are available
in BC 316.

The Baha’i Student
Forum will discuss "The
equality of men and
women" at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. The public is invited
to attend.

Self said he was not trying to portray himself as a
"good guy."
He admitted that the
public is cynical about politicians. "There’s still a lot
of bad politicians around,
but they’re getting older
and dying off. There’s a
new breed of politicians
who are in politics to
change things."

ner, the regional cum unLion and election of new
officers. All members must
attend one of the meetings.
The Undergraduate
Social Worker Organization will hold elections
from 11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

Job openings beginning
in June and September will
be among the topics to be
discussed at orientation
meetings of the Cooperative Education Program at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow and at
9:30 a.m. Thursday. Both
meetings will be held in the
S.U. Almaden Room.

The Campus Ambassadors will conduct a
Bible study at 11:30 a.m. today in SD 259.

KINKO’S

723S 3rd St.

Tickets Available At San Jose Box Office, Peninsula
Box Office, Los Altos, The Bookmark in Fremont.
Tressider Box Office. Stanford University. all Macy’s
and all BASS agencies

(408) 246-1160
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Self said he spends
many hours talking to the
public to let them know
that council members are
just average people.
"I pull my pants on, one
leg at a time just like you
do," he said.
Politician’s aura
"Even though politicians are at the low end of
the totem pole when it
comes to public opinion,
there is still an aura about
holding public office." he
said.
Self said the issue of
sensationalized writing
goes beyond himself as an
average citizen or a politician.
"The Washington Post
wrote a story about sensationalism and interestingly
enough it mentioned the
San Jose-Mercury News as
an example," he said.
The story concerned Koi
fish dying in a pond at
Kelley Park. Self said the
headlines read "Koi Fish
Massacre."
"Two people were fired
because of this story," Self
said.
"Reporters have to be
very careful when they
write a story or a headline." he said. "Always be
aware of the impact a story
will have, but above all, be
accurate."

Linda Friedman and Joy Johnston preser

The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, will meet at
11 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Spartan
Daily office. The agenda includes the Deadline Din -

Chicano business students are encouraged to
attend a meeting of the Chicano Business Students at
3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the

with

A.S. PERSONNEL SELECTION COMMITTEE NEEDS

The reclaimed water
would be pumped downtown for circulation in a
series of lakes and ponds on
the Guadalupe River.

"The Washington officials admitted they were
’cool to my ideas’ after
reading this particular reporter’s story," he said.

spartaguide

Festivities open
outdoor theater
Guitar soloists, corned!,
and theatrical acts are
among a list of entertainment scheduled to celebrate the opening of the
S.U. Amphitheater tomorrow and Thursday.
Free punch will be provided for tomorrow’s grand
opening ceremonies. The
amphitheater is located
adjacent to the southeast
corner of the Union.

embarrassing." he said.

"I told this reporter I
had spoken with the director of the State Water Resources Board, but the reporter interviewed the
assistant director, who of
course didn’t remember
me and the reporter
printed this," Self said.

Self said he met with the
reporter to clarify the issue
and provide sources of in-

The university will also
have to convince homeowners in the stadium’s
vicinity that the expansion
will not multiply the occasional disadvantages of living near a stadium.
People attending games
have been accused of parking cars on people’s
property and littering the
area.

formation for a follow-up
story.
The story dealt with the
possibility of generating
energy from city garbage
to run a water pollution
control plant.
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SJSU captures national crown
Judoists: Sweet 16 and never been defeated
By Russell IngoId
It wasn’t just your routine, everyday national
championship victory.
Number 16 in a row was
a
something special
highly sentimental drama
shared by award-winning
Keith Nakasone, his victorious SJSU judo coaches and
teammates, and a capacity
crowd of 2,000 inspirational
fans at the Spartan gym
Saturday night.
Nakasone, the judges’
choice as the outstanding
collegiate judo competitor
of the year, was also the
spectators’ choice as he
leaped and danced in extraordinarily ecstatic delight
after slamming his final
opponent to the mat.
Despite the crowd’s
roar, however. Nakasone’s
vibrant, emotional celebration did not bring him popular support from many
tournament officials. One
of them told him he should
"act like a champion, not a
fool."
Whether or not Nakasone’s enthusiasm deserved such a reprimand,
one man who undeniably
deserves the title of champion, in addition to a doubly
good cause for rejoicing, is
SJSU coach Yosh Uchida.
He will, coincidentally,
celebrate his 57th birtbday
later this week, on that’s
right April Fool’s Day.
At the national collegiates, Uchida watched
peacefully, arms folded,
constantly chewing gum,
as his Spartans energetically erupted for 37 points,
easily outdistancing the 13
compiled by second-place
San Francisco State, one of
the other 47 teams participating.
The total of 37 resulted
from three gold medal performances those notched
by heavyweight Shawn
Gibbons (whose fans
erected a poster in his
name), 210-pounder Brewster Thompson (the cool, unflappable senior captain),
and the jubilant, 139-poundand 165er Nakasone
pound silver medalist Leo(whose
final denard Urso
feat resulted from a questionable official’s call.)
David Fulcuhara and
Mike Stubblefield, the
Spartans’ representatives
from the 154 and 176 divisions, respectively, were
eliminated in the morning
preliminaries and did not
reach the finals.
But the four local judokas who advanced to the
concluding evening matches never failed to provide a
spectacular show for the
fans, who appreciably returned the favor. "The people were fantastic, just
great," Nakasone said. "It
was great to see that crowd
behind us."
When Nakasone, Gibbons, Thompson, and Urso
first entered the gymnasium before the finals, however, the powerful quartet

McKinley,
Krage lose
in NCAAs
Neither Brian McKinley
nor Gary Krage of the
Spartan swim team could
place in the NCAA Swimming Championships in
Cleveland last weekend.
Both seniors made the
trip by meeting the qualifying times and financial
help from the outside community.
Krage, a breaststroker.
swam in both the 100- and
200-yard versions of his
specialty.
McKinley, in his fourth
trip to the nationals, failed
to place in the 100-yard
backstroke.
Both swimmers hold the
SJSU pool records and
school records in their
respective races, and
Krage holds the PCAA
standards

CAMERA ONE
366S 1t St 2943800

looked frighteningly like an
assassin squad.
Staring ahead, soberfaced, with cold looks of
grim determination surreptitiously oozing out of
their black-belted judo outfits, the four had only one
thought in mind, in Urso’s
words: "We have to win."
"We were trying to
psyche each other up,"
Gibbons said later. "We
wanted to meet our goal of
everyone winning. It’s best
not to show any emotions
until you win."
Beneath that stern outward appearance, the
Spartans were bubbling inside, waiting for their
chance to burst into the
frenzy of triumph which
was ignited when Nakasone scurried onto the mat
to face Tsunemi Yamashita of Indiana.
But Yamashita immediately silenced the crowd
and brought Nakasone into
reality by dumping the
Spartan onto the mat in the
first five seconds for a koka
point.
"I was attacking,"
Nakasone explained, "and
he just sidestepped and I
missed him completely. He
got me with one bang."
Nakasone retaliates
Nakasone arose and
started to attack forcefully,
but more carefully. Although he repeatedly
charged toward his retreating opponent, he was unable to score until getting a
break halfway through the
five-minute match.
Yamashita was assessed a quarter -point
penalty, giving Nakasone
the lead in points and allowing him the opportunity
to play cautiously and let
his pressured foe make the
offensive thrusts. But that
was the last thing Nakasone wanted.
"I didn’t want to win by
a penalty," he said. "I
wanted to win by a throw."
So Nakasone’s drive to
win in his own way prevailed, and he barely gave
Yamashita a chance to
take the initiative.

thing like that before in my
life."
Even though they realized that Nakasone’s premature exit from the mat
violated traditional judo
etiquette, and that he
technically could have
been forced to forfeit his
victory because of his actions the Spartan coaches
weren’t overly distressed
by the matter.
"He really wanted to
win this year," Uchida
said. "It is a tradition that
you wait before showing
your excitement, but he
was just happy, that’s all."
"It doesn’t matter,"
assistant coach Dave Long

into Urso’s outstretched
arms.
"That was great, when
Keith did that," Urso said.
"I was never so excited in
my life."
But when Nakasone returned to the mat and faced
one of the officials, he was
given a severe warning regarding his conduct.
"He was really mad,"
Nakasone said. "He said I
was supposed to keep my
composure, and act like a
champion, not a fool.
"I’m supposed to stay
on the mat and bow first (to
his opponent and the officials). I just was so excited. I’ve never done any-

added. "It isn’t anything to
worry about."
Long stressed that
Nakasone’s performance
on the mat was far more
significant than his show
off the mat.
"Keith was the outstanding competitor of the
tournament," Long said.
"He had the best technique, and we’re all very
satisfied with what he’s
done. It’s very meaningful
to him, too, because he’s
worked so hard this year."
With help from two brothers from Japan, Eiji and
Kenji Watanabe, Nakasone
underwent what he calls a
"complete change in atti-

Bob Pepping
Brewster Thompson Imp) throws down his 210 pound opponent

and becomes one of three individual SJSU national champions.

In Spartan Baseball Classic action

Game -ending DP shocks SJSU, 5-4
By Rich Freedman
Somebody pinch SJSU
head baseball coach Gene
Menges. Somewhere he
must be thinking it’s all a
nightmare.
The Spartans, after having their 12-game win
streak broken by Oregon
State earlier in the day,
was so close to winning the
evening encounter with
UOP it could taste the start
of another winning streak.
But that taste turned as
sour as a persimmon when
Dave Wickersham
grounded into a doubleplay
with the bases loaded as
SJSU dropped a wild 5-4
decision to the Tigers.
In other action. Stanford
thumped USF 7-2, and Arizona and San Diego State
battled to a 3-3 tie.
Trailing 5-3 going into
the eighth and because
of a 2’,a hour per game time
limitation
last inning of
the UOP debacle, the Spartans loaded the bases when
Rich Guardino walked, Jay
Peryam singled to right
field and Randy Johnson
bunted for a single.
Steve Bell’s ground out
to second brought one run
in before catcher Rick
Lane was intentionally
walked to again jam the
bases.
That set up the heartpounder by Wickersham.

The Spartan third baseman slapped a hard
grounder right above the
second base bag.
Strong-armed shortstop
Matt Bench grabbed the
ball, tagged second base
and fired to first to end the
game.
Southpaw Dan Swanson
was the fortunate hurler
for the Tigers, finishing
with a 10-hitter.
The Spartans jumped
out to a 1-0 lead in the third
frame on Rich Guardino’s
run-scoring single.
The Tigers took the
lead, 2-1, in the fourth inning when Mike Cronin’s
bloop single to right off
Charlie Wyatt scored a pair
of runs.
SJSU regained the advantage in its turn at bat
when Rick Lane’s double
scored Randy Johnson,
who had walked, and Steve
Bell, who singled.
But in the seventh, a
Johnson fielding error provided the impetus for a
three-run Tiger inning that
proved to be the difference.
In the day’s opener,
SJSU pitcher Alan Bailey
lost a night’s sleep, his control and the game, 3-1, to
the Oregon State Beavers.
OSU took a 1-0 lead in
the first when Rick Gonzalez’ fly to left field was
dropped by Steve Bell as

);(
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WOMEN ONLY

Pete Rowe scored.
The Spartans tied it at
one apiece in the sixth.
With two outs, Rich
Guardino doubled to the
wall in left-center before
Jay Peryam rapped his
20th RBI of the year, a single to shallow left, scoring
Guardino.
But in the bottom of the
inning, Bailey started missing the plate.
He walked two men after Gonzalez led off with a
ground out.
Rich Dodge took a 1-2
offering and drilled it to the
wall in left-center, scoring
the final two runs of the
game.
Chris Codiroli, working
with two days rest after
throwing eight innings Friday, came in to retire the’
side.
"Walks will kill you,"
Bailey remarked afterward.
Bailey walked six in the
game and struck out five.
The disappointed righthander said he didn’t get
much sleep Sunday night,
which may be one reason
for his lack of success on
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and earn cash
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$60 a month as
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Cardinal runs while Stanford’s speed gave them two
in the fourth.

tude" in the past year.
The Watanabes, along
with former SJSU heavyweight champ Dan Kikuchi, also benefitted Gibbons substantially this season.
Gibbons boosters
Gibbons apparently has
several fans who think he
can perform admirably,
both now and in the future.
When he walked into the
gymnasium for the nationals, he was greeted by a
banner in the stands with
his first name inscribed.
preceded by Japanese letters which spelled the word
"win."
Gibbons easily won the
two preliminary matches,
both by pins, in order to
reach the championship
contest against James
Haines of Skyline College.
In high school competition,
the SJSU 230-pounder defeated Haines for the national title last year, but
lost to him on two other
occasions.
"I simply picked him up
and threw him down," Gibbons said of his winning
koka, or knockdown score,
which came with 3:40 logo.
"I was real careful after
that," Gibbons said, exhibiting a sit-on-the-lead
philosophy quite opposed to
Nakasone’s fierce and
relentless ideals. "Sometimes if you try to kill
someone out there, you’ll
just make mistakes and
lose."
"Gibbons was fantastic," Long said, "but I
thought he was going to be
penalized for a while there
for stalling."
Urso stunned
Gibbons was not penalized, but Urso, in the 156pound bracket, suffered a
major disappointment
when he was thrown for a
waza an (half-point) which
was very close to being outside the mat boundaries.
In fact, a replay shown
on the television sports
news Saturday night appeared to confirm the belief that eventual champion
Don Tashima of Cerritos
had scored his winning
tally on a play which should
not have counted.
"He just caught me,"
Urso said. "I slacked off

because I thought we were
out of bounds. On the TV we
were out. It’s a bad decision, but I just gotta accept
it. All throughout your life
you have to take the bad
calls."
Urso blitzed Tashima
for a yuko and the Cerritos
competitor was penalized a
quarter-point, but the one
costly waza ari was
enough. "I had all kinds of
things on the guy. and still
lost," Urso said. "He was
tough, though."
Like Nakasone, Urso
won three matches prior to
the final, but because of his
second-place finish, he will
not qualify to participate in
the AAU nationals in April.
He could have gone to St.
Louis with seven other
teammates had he taken
the 165-pound title.
Thompson shines
While Nakasone irritated the officials, Urso
shocked the TV viewers,
and Gibbons charmed his
fans with his dimples, caplain Thompson provided all
a strong, entertaining, and
overpowering 210-pound
fight in the title match.
However, it wasn’t
much of a fight, because
Thompson simply toyed
with Cumberland’s Scott .
Mahan after he scored thern
first of two yokas in the
first minute of play. The 6foot-1 Spartan enlivened
the crowd by riding Mahan,
twisting him around, and
picking him up like an
oversized rag doll.
When time out was cal- :
led five seconds before the
end of the match, Mahan,
lying flat on his stomach in
surrender, gazed wearily
at the time keeper as if to
say, "Will this never end?" Opposing coaches and
players have asked that
question for 16 years now.
concerning SJSU’s amazing judo domination. All
Uchida can say is, "Well,
now we’re going to start
building for number 17."
_
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Codiroli singled, stole
second, advanced to third
on Kevin Triggs’ single and
scored on a doubleplay.
Dave Perez scored
moments later when he
singled, stole second,
moved to third on an error
and scored on a wild pitch.
Argust, a southpaw entering the game 2-0, was
coasting on a three-hit
shutout when he was removed in the eighth after
throwing three balls to
Jerry Bloodshaw.
"He was tired," Card
assistant coach Dean Stolz
said. "He has worked a lot
lately and didn’t even
make our trip south
(against USC)."

FAREWELL MY LOVELY
with
ROBERT MITCHUM
Wednesday, Mar. 30
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
3,7 8- 10
Admission: $1.00

LOOKING FOR INVOLVEMENT?
Sign-ups for A.S. government positions
end tomorrow at 4PM when an Orientation
Meeting will be held in the A.S. Council
Chambers.
Applications, information and a list of
qualifications are available in the

A.S. OFFICES 3rd Level, Student Union
or call 277-3201
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LE BARON HOTEL
1 320 N. First Street, San Jose

the field Monday.
"I went to bed at 4
a.m.," he said. "I couldn’t
sleep. I always get nervous
before a game."
Bailey added that the
loss was even more frustrating because it broke the
Spartans 12-game winning
streak.
While Bailey was having his problems, OSU’s
Mike Paul held the Spartans to five hits while fanning three.
"He kept us off balance
and we didn’t adjust,"
Peryam remarked in disgust.
Despite the loss, Bailey
wasn’t too impressed with
the Beaver attack.
"I don’t think they’ll win
a game the rest of the
tournament," he assessed.
In yesterday’s third
game, six USF errors
paved the way to Stanford’s easy win.
The Cardinals, behind
Jerry Argust, held a 6-0
lead after 71/2 innings by
scoring a pair in the first,
fourth and seventh frames.
Mike Codiroli’s two-run
triple plated the first two

Help Us Help Others

Open the door to new horizons
whatever your role in life by following our simple plan of action.
Do not miss this stimulating evening with M. Lois Ross, author of
the current book ’Wornens Success uniAct"

TIMM WSW
ONT AMER DIRECTOR
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When the clock registered 1:10 left, it was all
over.
"We were nearly of the
mat (and out of bounds),"
Nakasone said. "Because
of this, I think he relaxed a
little bit. I pulled him in
and just shot."
Suddenly Yamashita
was on his back, the crowd
was on its feet, and Nakasone was on cloud nine.
Victory celebration
He ran around the mat
in glee, arms outstretched,
waving number one and
shouting. Then he turned
and saw Urso smiling and
shouting 20 feet away, and
sprinted off the mat and

or

8 women 18-60 call
come by weekdays
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A.S. Council positions
A.S. Attorney General
Academic Senate
Student Affairs Committee of the Academic Senat
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81 -year -old master of Nada Yoga

Virgil Fox’s ’heavy organ’
Swami generates sound from spine shocks classic music elite
.1

By Mark Cock&
9t bald 81 -year-old Indian Swami dressed in a
full length orange robe
playing and chanting
classical music from his
native land is not an every
day event at SJSU.
Especially if that man is
Swami Nadabrahmananda,’a master of Nada Yoga,
which is the technique of
physical and mental
control through music.
Indian meditation
About 100 people watched silently in the S.U.’s
Music Listening Room
Friday during the lunch
hour as the Swami displayed his control by
eminating sounds from his
spine and skull, which is
known as "Taan," while
chanting Indian meditation
hymns.
If that seems difficult,
the Swami, who began his
studies 61 years ago, also
plays the Harmonium, a
portable Indian version of
an organ, while chanting,
and performing " Ta ans."
Liar’s harp
The Indian music
master also gave a recital
on the Swarmandala, an
instrument the Swami
designed, which looks like
a European Liar’s Harp.
The Swami displayed
his musical creation lo the
audience, and explained
that no sound would come
om the stringed instrunent when touched by
human skin, only someting
as hard as a finger nail
would make it work.
With a thick Indian

accent, the Swami told the
audience that he did not
dream during his five hour
sleep period each day. He
explained that his dream
sleep was received while
performing his songs.
The Swami’s lack of
dreams was revealed
during a three day test at
Ottawa University,
Canada, by Elmer Green
Ph.D., of the Mennier
Foundation, in 1974.
The Swami also has the
ability to raise his blood
pressure to 240, but did not
demonstrate this skill
during the show.
Indian drums
The Nada Yoga Master,
who studied 17 years,
sometimes 20 hours a day,
to perfect his control of
Sound, was accompanied
on the Tabla, which are
Indian drums, by his student assistant who only
answers to the name of
Paravti.
Paravti, born in America, said after the show that
she first met the swami
during a religious trek to
India three years ago.
Coincidentally at that
same time the Swami had
consented to come to the
west, as a member of the
Divine Life Society, to
spread his knowledge.
Paravti returned to
America with the Swami,
and has traveled with him
throughout America and
parts of the Carribbean.
Today the Swami and
Paravti operate the
Savananda Yoga Center on
7th Avenue in San Francisco.

By Mark Paxton
The world of classical
organists is a small one,
and Virgil Fox has always
been prominent in it.
Sunday night in the
Center tot the Performing
Arts, the man who brought
Bach to Winterland
became a little more
prominent, receiving the
"Classical Organist of the
year" Award from the staff
of Contemporary Keyboard
magazine.
Then, among shouts of
"Give ’em Hell, Virgil!"
Fox sat at his "Heavy
Organ" console and
proceeded to do just that.
Fox promised the near
capacity crowd that his
performance would not be
subdued, and he delivered.
The audience was brought
repeatedly to its feet in the
course of the evening.
Fox performed in front
of an ever changing backdrop of colors, done by
lumierist David Snyder.
Sn;:der’s effects,
ion Polio
although less spectacular
Swami Nadarahmananda, Master of Nada Yoga, which is the control of body and mind through than the laser-type light
music, is seen here playing the Harmonium, an Indian organ, and chanting meditation hymms. show, still complimented
The Swami is being accompanied on the tables, (Indian drums) by his student assistant Parvati the powerful
music of
Bach.
)
Snyder’s console is in
full view of the audience,
and he provides as much
showmanship as does Fox.
Moving quickly from
one panel of switches and
television screens to
another, and talking via
microphone to three technicians backstage, Snyder
produced paintings in light.

arts & entertainment

Mime troupe speaks
in ’False Promises’

pl., h.,,d Johns
A member of the San Francisco Mime Troupe is seen here during a performance last Thursday
night in the Student Union, which dealt with race relations in the 1890’s.

200 see ape -like dance

Plus One third-rate
By Regina Rees
On the opening night of
Plus One Dance Company’s concert, 200 persons
jammed into PER 262 to be
exposed to modern dance
at its worst.

RIchard Johns

JcIlm Goodrich and Patti Dobbs embrace one another in the
c. Of innovative routine. Friday night at Plus One Dance
C 5rnpanies Concert.

Friday night director
John Goodrich led the company in "Opening II (14)"
by Britten. Goodrich, a
lecturer in dance at SJSU
did not display grace,
finesse and versatility as
his awkward body stooped
across the stage.
He came across almost
ape-like, his large feet and

Poets rap session today
Carolyn Forche, awardqtining poet-in-residence
at:San Diego State Univer-

197/ Scheduled
Charters
trn flatland

London
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
lurich
Milan’
Malta

1359
$449
$449
$449
$489
$549

Ow (ours. 605 Mdr*et St
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 495-8881
t your free Europe brochure to

Slale

Flaws .
A

TelepaCon
Fe Ise Umedoe.se
WO no., and Ha

sity began a special twoday residency here today.
The winner of the Yale
Younger Poets Award in
1976 at Yale University will
lead an informal rap session at 11 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
room.
Local poets, Phyllis
Koestenbaum, James Den
Boer and Susan MacDonald will join Forche at 2
p.m. for a panel discussion
in the A.S. Council
Chambers.
Wednesday’s events
began with a poetry workshop at 10:30 a.m. in the
S.U. Guadalupe room.
Forche concludes her
visit with a reading of her

r 0 OPV-RIGHT

poems at 8:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Umunhum room.
Foche’s credits include
"Gathering the Tribes," a
short volume of poems and
having her work appear in
numerous magazines.
Forche comes to SJSU
as part of the CampusCommunity Poetry Festival. One reviewer called
her "the best woman poet
to appear since Muriel
Rukeysey."
The 26-year-old poet is
appearing in place of
Rukeyser, much-published
poet from San Francisco
who will be absent due to
illness.
Admission is free.

hunched back obviously did
not fit the physique of any
modern dancer.
In "Delta H (77)," Julie
Goodrich, conveyed the
grace that make up
modern dance.
Modern dance is a different form of dance and
consists of running, hopping and leaping to bizarre
music.
Plus One Dance Company is made up of eight
dancers, formed in 1977 out
of a desire to work with one
group of dancers over an
extended period of time.
It was obvious that a
great deal of preparation
went into the Friday and
Saturday concerts. The
performers were well rehearsed and the costumes
appropriatly conveyed the
mood of the number.
The pre-intermission
number, "One Thought,
Rethought and Expanded
(’72)" by 0. Sala, the
company (minus Julie)
joined together to run,
leap, hop and fall on the
stage. The number left the
audience running for the
door of the Dance Studio at
intermission.

You

If one left during intermission (as many did) he
missed the only
imaginative and inventive
piece of the evening,
"Whatsit (’75)" written by
Goodrich.
In this number John
Goodrich and Patti Dobbs
added humor and wit to the
concert. Dressed in tonecolored shorts and tanks
Goodrich and Dobbs displayed the humor that can
be obtained in modern
dance.
Goodrich’s talents are
not wasted as a choreographer.
Goodrich studied dance
with Merce Cunningham, a
prominent dancer,
received his BA in DanceTheater from Cal State
Hayward.
In the long-awaited final
number of the evening, the
company reunited in "26:20
(17)" by Jarret. The
number started out great, a
classical modern dance
number with music that actually had a melody. But
the piece was ruined by unending verses and chorus’.
Modern dance is like
anything modern; furniture, art or music, they
all tend to grow on you and
must be taken in stride.

are invited to the

Student Union Amphitheatre

GRAND OPENING
Wednesday and Thursday

147-4612

Kodak QUALITY COPIER
DUPLICATOR WILL PRODUCE EN
GRAVING LIKE QUALITY COPIES
FROM YOUR GOOD ORIGINAL,
WHY NOT GET THE BEST FOR
YOUR THESIS?
2939 PARK AVE.

Virgil Fox, noted classic organist performed for a near capacity
crowd Sunday evening in the Center for Performing Arts. Fox
played to four encores.
However, he has tied
combined with his
himself down by usually
dramatic interpretation of
restricting his effects to
the music he plays,
one screen and a single
shocked classical music
television screen.
circles, from the look of the
The finale, a Bach
crowd, they have grown
double fugue, was evidence
used to it.
of what Snyder can do
As he concluded the
when he pulls all the stops.
recital, the audience, split
As strobe lights flashed,
evenly between middleand colored clouds enaged couples in furs and
veloped a projected paint- young rock ’n rollers, rose
ing of Bach, fog engulfed
and demanded more, and
Fox, giving the stage an
more still.
other-worldly effect.
Fox gladly gave it to
Fox interspersed his them, with four encores.
selections with enthusiastic
When he finally left, the
and humorous explana- crowd was still screaming
tions of the pieces. This, for more.

SAN IA CLARA, CA. 95050.1

Punch will
be served

FREE,
of course

By Sue Briley
Contrary to what its
name implies, the San
Francisco Mime Troupe
did not perform "False
Promises/-Nos En’
ganaron" without words
Thursday night in the S.U.
Ballroom.
The production was
rather a full-length musical
play, complete with
costume changes and a
small band.
Performed by a cast of
whites, blacks and
Chicanos, the play deals
with race relations at the
time of the Spanish-American War.
The production, performed to an audience of
about 150, was written in
honor of the bicentennial
and dramatizes imperialism as it is expreienced
by the victims not the
victors
of postwar
United States.
The war and its aftermath are seen dimly, but
the consequences are felt
deeply in Cooper City, Colo.
Two other perspectives
are seen by a black refugee
from southern lynch law
who joins the Army with
the pretense of freeing the
blacks in Cuba.
Finally the war is seen
viewed from the top, from
the kings of Wall Street and
the politicians who planned
the war, justify it and grow
rich from it.

white farm girl, a black
dance hall queen, a
Mexican widow and a black
soldier that understood too
late that imperialism offers good life to American
Business and only false

promises to the American
worker.
The Mime Troupe, the
oldest in the city, is known
for its plays’ ability to
create comedies about
serious issues

COUPON
PeaCOCk
NATURAL FOOD STORE
50 SOUTH 4th ST. S.J. 287-5410
MON-SAT: 9-9 SUNDAY: 12-6

Spring Sale
Restaurant Hours 11-7

WHOLE WHEAT reti 27
lb. 19 c
BROWN RICE reg. 42c
lb. 37 c
CASHEW GRANOLA reg. 98c
lb. 79 c
HONEY (with own container) reg. 75C
lb. 64 c
LMO ND S
BREWER’SA
YEAST
79
1
AS g 1.58C ...lb. 1.4399 CC
CASTILE SHAMPOO reg. 1.59C 16 .1.39 c
TOMS Spearmint or Fennel

TOOTHPASTE reg. 1.38c
BRAN reg 25C

lb.

98 c
17 c

organic produce

Carrots
Oranges

The three stories come
together in a surprise ending with the protagonist,
the miners, a stage-struck

lb.

.hon

lb
GENSENG PRODUCTS 10% OFF

37
19

15% off ALL VITAMINS
OFFER GOOD
THRU
APRIL 3, 1977

FREE GIFT
WITH
5.00 PURCHASE
$20.00 Discount Card

We Accep Food Stamps

COUPON
(1)UPIrs

Have a
FREE COKE
on us!
We’re The White House and we have Just
opened a new location at 360 William Street
( that’s at the corner of 8th and William). We serve
the best sandwich found anywhere--The American
Dream Steak Sandwich. 100% U.S.D.A. Choice Steak in a
fresh, french roll. Add peppers, onions, mushrooms,
avocados and cheese for your own taste sensation, Now, an
end to cold sandwiches sitting around in a dairy case. To
get you to try one of our sandwiches we are making a
simple offer. Buy a sandwich and we throw in the Coke.
Just cut out (or if you are at the Student Union rip out) this
coupon and head on down to 360 William Street. We also
feature carry -out service and delivery so all you have to
do is call 295-5344 and in case you were wondering, yes.
it’s the same White House that has been serving
thousands of great sandwiches at 116 E Campbell
Avenue in Campbell So, go ahead, try us

The White House
11(41)t. of the 1-ir,t

tleS

360 E. William St. San Jose 2964344
(corner of ath and William)
edapid, Ogee,. Simil .01
Clat’KIN
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Six minutes crucial to a heart attack victim

Lifesaving demonstation to be held in dorms
head health educator at
SJSU.
This technique of
"manually pumping the
heart" is going to be
demonstrated in all of the
dorms. Battle said, to
stimulate interest in CPR
methods so that, he hopes,
some students will take an
eight- to 10- hour course to
become certified in this
lifesaving method.
Wednesday sessions
These sessions are held
on Wednesday nights from
7 to 9 p.m. in the dorm
formal lounges. The next
session is tomorrow in
Markham Hall.
After the spring break
the demonstrations will
continue on successive
Wednesdays, starting April
13, in Moulder, Hoover,
Royce, Washburn and

By Kendrick Walters
A friend complains of a
burning in his chest, and
acheing arms or legs. His
skin becomes clammy and
he perspires heavily.
Suddenly he complains of
severe chest pains and then
he collapses.
According to Cathie
Reed, administrative assistant in the Health Center,
this person has just had a
cardiac arrest ... a
stoppage of the heart and
unless he is given help
within six minutes brain
damage will occur. A few
minutes longer he could be
dead.
What can be done?
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is the only
thing that will keep him
alive until a doctor arrives,
accordin to Oscar Battle,

contact, she said.
Interlace the fingers of
your hands while you keep
the ball of your hand on the
chest. Keep your arms
straight and with an up and
down motion pump the
chest 15 times so that you
are pressing down approximately one or two inches
into the body, Reed said.
After the 15th beat go
back and give the victim

out from too much alcohol,
Reed said.
Next, check the victim’s
breathing, and his carotid
artery, located on both
sides oi tne Adam’s apple,
to see if there is any pulse.

Allen Halls.
Additional demonstrations are held at 1 p.id.
every Monday and Wednesday in HR. 208.
The first of these sessions, held Wednesday
night in West Hall, drew
approximately a dozen
students.
CPR is a combination of
artificial respiration and
artificial circulation, Reed
said, with three main functions known as the "ABairway, breathing
C’s"
and circulation.
First step
The first step is to place
the victim on a flat surface,
followed by shaking the
person and asking them
how they feel.
This verifies that the
person is unconscious and
not just sleeping or passed

If there is heartbeat, tip
the victim’s head back,
pinch his nose closed, place
your mouth over his and
force four quick breaths
into his mouth. Check to
make sure his chest is
rising, if it isn’t, no air is
reaching the lungs.

two more breaths, as before, and then repeat the
process, Reed said.
"You never stop," Reed
said, "even if you’re not
sure what you are doing or
it doesn’t seem to be doing
any good."
According to Battle,
who is in charge of these
demonstrations, there are
approximately 650,000

The ’PERFECT’
salGREETING CARD
. .. ONE MADE BY YOU!
BLANK CARD STOCK
MATCHING ENVELOPES
ASSORTED COLORS 9C each

Gabardine, Herringbone & Tweed

Once this is done, find
the "xiphoid process," a
small opening just below
the sternum between the
ribs, with three fingers.
Reed said.
Place the other hand
next to your fingers on the
upper part of the chest,
with the ball of your hand
being the only part making

city near Seattle, 60 per
cent of the population
knows how to do CPR, and
because of this the death
rate from heart attacks has
dropped 40 per cent.

heart attack victims a year
and 350,000 of them die
before they arrive at the
hospital.
To prove this point
Battle explained that in a

cdo
You’re gonna eat it!

Sall MEI IR1
PAINT E. WALLPAPER
87 Valley Fair Ctr San Jose

Armageddon

.365 San Antonio Rd

Mt View

CO

249 8700
941 3600
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HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthie’s Honey
1015 Bird Ave. S.J
2911307

KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELF
DEFENSE. Lt various mental f
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psycho Physical Development. Inc
la non profit organizationl Full
time students get a 151,, discount
ori all classes For information on
specific courses, call 293-6611 or
write of drop by 325 S. 1st St..
4th Floor, San Jose
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the one
place on canaxis where you can
always find warm friendly& open
people to talk to. Stop by 6 see
us soon Open fOSMThtt 103
on Friday Located ill the Diablo
Room. 3ril floor Student Union
13i-sexual rep group. Mondays 68
p
Diablo Room in the Stu
dent Union Come share your ex
periences and discuss the
pleasures and problems associ
ated with being bi.sexual; in a
supportive atmosphere Spon
sored by the Peer Drop-In
Center
LEARN ABOUT "The Sources of
Poetry." Carolyn Forche, winner
Yale Younger Poets Award.
1976, author. "Gathering the
Tribes,’’ Poet in Residence
SJSU, March 2933. Toes Rap.
11:00 Panel Rap. 2,00 with
James Den Boer. Phyllis
Koestenhaum. Susan Mac
Donald) Wed.: Wrkshp, 1030,
Reading. 8-30 p rn All Free, in
the Student Union.

New course explains
how calculators tick
puters, according to Edward Anderson, Electrical
Engineering Department
chairman and teacher of
the digital logic class.
"This doesn’t really
involve much in the way of
math," he explained.
Because of an
escalating dependence on
the calculator, there is a
growing need for "hands on
experience." in using the
integrated circuit chips,
Anderson explained.
"It is the only laboriented class that is keeping up with what is going on
in the business," according
to Kiran Majithia, electrical engineering junior.
Blank slates
This course is excellent
for non-majors, because
the books Bugbooks I
and II assume students
are blank slates on integrated circuit information,
Majithia said.
"But this kind of class
should also be a fundamental course for
plerty eatI
engineering

majors," he added.
When the integrated
circuit industry began, one
chip cost thousands of dollars to produce, representing the costs of research and development,
according to Anderson.
Cost drop
But with a good design,
meshed with such factors
as growing demand, mass
production and a highly
competitive market, prices
for components were cut
way down. Anderson explained.
Now a single integrated
circuit which might represent hundreds of transistors packed into a
package the size of a
thumbnail costs between 15
cents and a maximum of a
few dollars, he added.
When Hewlitt-Packard
came on the market with
the first pocket calculators,
a given model might sell
for over $500. Now the
same product costs approximately one-fourth of
that.
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help wanted

AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!!!
Ride Operators, Food Services,
Sales. Weekends, Easter Week,
Full time starting May 28th Ap
ply in person
FRONTIER
VILLAGE AMUSEMENT PARK
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you
think you might Sc interested in
talking to Homeowners about
energy conservation, while mak
Iry appointments for our repre
sentatives. to show how insulation will save them money it
energy, you’ll earn as much or
more money than most people
you know who work full time
Call 6668495 between 9-11 am
MW F ask for Mr Angelo.
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER. Very near
campus, private bedroom.
secure, 011ie surrounding. Call
998 0149
WORK OUTDOORS
Guide to
sanerier and permanent robs in
conservation, forestry, wildlife
mgmt Describes qualifications,
where to apply, etc For ordering
info write Nova Press, Box 2230,
San Jose 95109
College Students Part Time Earn
$10 per hour and vian 51,950 in
Scholarship Bonds As An AITIOff
can Youth Enterprise Dealer
Write Fred Novak, Dept S.52,
1701 Ellis Ave , Laurel Springs,
NJ 08021
Men Et Women Wanted
Indepeorkint distributers of a new
local travel and events maganne
Choose your own hours Income
Call Tini
potential unlimited
Gautier, at 70781% or leave
message at 922 7775
Fiction, articles, illustrators, and
photographers needed for a local
magazine Tim 293 3765
TUTOR: Biol. BB IHuman Physic)
logyl Will pay $4 hr for one
hour meeting per week Would
like someone with good under
standing of basic physiology
(grad 1 Call 227 0373, ask for
Sharon
AVON SELLING CAN HELPYOU
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Flexible hoses Call 257.25E0

housing

.1:

Litre on campus, walk to classes,
San Jose Residence Club, 202 S
11th For Seniors ft Grad
students, oft street parking. kii
chen. TV, Fireplace. Piano. Pool
Table, Peng Pong, Courtyard.
Completely Furnished, Linen Ser
me, Shared Rooms $941110 . $24
weekly. Single Rooms $150 mo.,
$37 50 weekly inquire at 122 N
8th St . 293 /374
Very nice, large 2 brIrm , 2 bath
Furnished Pool Underground
parking $246. 470 S 11th St
287 7590
Studio Apt for Christian (born

Classified Rates

’

1

One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Fine
days

$1 50
200
750
300

2 00
2 50
300
3 50

2
2
3
3

25
75
75
75

240
290
3 40
390

250
3 00
3.50
400

Ech additional Imo add.
50
50
50

50

50

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
Slew,

41
3:

3.

CASH for lxioks and records
Phorm 2956275 Recycle Book
store. 98 E San Feroando, SJ
Selection of 119.KI books tt
records GREAT.
Natural Peanut Snack
BUM
unique package of high energy,
for an actove person Write for
sample BUZZY HO Box 6801,
SJ 95150

nun DAR C
4‘101111 FORD COLEY
.41
SEALS C CROFTS
:LT 0 [AMU STORE 41
i.kett
PLUS MALI MANY
.41
OTRERS

411

Sales Manager. Part time now
full tone summer Excellent Pay
Green Thumb Lawn Service,
249 9110

VANNERS Er TRUCKERS!!
Complete 9- Rear End from 1967
Ford Heavy Duty Econoline Van
New seals. paint, etc Just the
thing for engine swapping. Cost
1200 from wrecking yard, sell
$150 FIRM. Cali 2951215 even
trigs
’71 Plymouth Cricket. Engine
Recently rebuilt. $750 or best of
fet Call John at 288 75313
134 VW w/36 HP engine Body
rough, good rneck coed $341) or
best offer
Phone Dan at
293 4616 eves
MOt, VB.
SININT
’72 MUSTANG
low miles, $3500, excellent coed
David 4l!, 3246994

--y

PUS ONE DESERT CONCERT
14724 Ventura Blvd. Suite 610
Sherman Oaks, Ca 91 403

Dining Room Set
6 piece,
avocado excellent cord $40
99E15276

111113 VW Bug Beige! good condi
tion SSW Call Martine Prieto,
Stanford Campus. 415-321 1071
’68 VW Rebu. Eng New Tires, Ex
Cond Radio Only 18IXI 275 1568
AFT 4 or WKND

MPH A%10,11111..
411111.
f 181411411

import

SURFBOARD - Hardly used, cost
me $120. will sell for $75 or Best
Offer 289 9076 after 4 p

CORY ENTERPRISES AUTO
BODY 663 N. King Rd. n.
926-4418 Quality Work at Reasonable Rates. Hood Scoops 6
Fender Flares Moulded, Free Es
armies
79 Austin America, auto- trans- ,
29700 miles, radio, vinyl top, very
clean $695 Call 2452995.

*
LIST OF STARS
* ALPHABETICALLY

90S

CABOVER CAMPER tor
pickup Extras 297 5104.

automotive

=4it=ii=it=011=.4g=1=*=.1-91-41-4(-41-41*=01,,
I
ert,

1111111L,.

CHICKENS: 15 White Leghorns
Fertile, Brown .Layers Complete
with Rooster 6 Feeders Make
offer t4081287 0643

All
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
work guaranteed Free house
calls in central S J Time-up includrng parts from $22. Can
buretors rebuilt from $17 Also
other work brakes, electrical.
engines rebuilt, etc Diagnosis &
appraisal service for prospective
VW buyers
Phone Dan at
293-4616 evenings.

forsale
z

Honda ’73’ CL 175 Ex coed Just
overhauled Street Ft dirt $380
Eves after 530267-2C07

Bartender’s
Opportunities
Now learn the slues needed to get
that sumnier lob you will be look
irig for soon Let the Master of
the trade. Harry Noggins teach
you in 2 to 4 weeks how to be a
last. professional bartender San
ta Clara Bartender’s School. 253
N 4th. San Jose Call now.
293 5416

H, hid kAins
Cathie Reed if Health Services, explains one aspect of CPR to dorm residents

By H. Kim Lew
The pocket calculator
may have replaced pads
and pencils in labs, classes
and businesses but few
people who use these little
marvels know what makes
them tick.
This semester a new
SJSU class, Electrical
Engineering 196C, explores
how the key components of
calculators operate.
Integrated circuits, or
"bugs," are tiny electronic
chips with miniature
transistors inscribed on
them. Around these, the
world of "digital logic"
revolves.
Digital logic is the
calculative process used by
computers based on the
binary numbering system,
utilizing only zero and one.
Binary system
Under the binary
system
"base-two"
the numbers one through
five are represented by I.
10, 11, 100, 101.
The new class is for anyone curious about corn -

DEAR STUDENTS: Your insurance
rnan in the campus for all your in
surance needs, auto, home,
renters, life, health. If you are not
already w STATE FARM call no.
for apt& in my office Of your
place or in the campus We get
together to give you better
coveragry for less money Mee
Star 1253 32771 Namgo Stat
1446-36491

again mem Rib 1110 nt.of
pus. Call Millie Kerr 2955335
I need 2 female roommates to share
new 3 bun 2 bath house Lots of
room for creative persons $100
tell shared 10 minutes from
SJSU Et close to bus lines Call
Lorraine 274.2962 I’m a Graphic
Design major
Need two single
FOR RENT
ladies to rent large Tr, level
home North Valley off Berryessa
Rd Very luxurious $150 mo
each Close to S J College Co,,
tat t Bev after 6 p rn at 92371,96

it.

personals

GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the Sdl J0..1.011111111114 U.: Gay
Students Union meets every
Thurs at 8 p in in the Student
(1111011. We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people to
meet, make friends and explore
different aspects of our gayness
If you are entering gay file for the
first time you will find GSU a
friendly place to coins out Those
of us who need to love and be
loved by members of our own sex
need each other For more inf or
matron about our meetings and
activities watch the Spanaguefe
or call the Information Office.
WE
298-GAYS. WE’RE HERE
CARE, ATTEND’
YOU
REALLY
MEETING PEOPLE
LIKE has never been easy .
U11111 now At VIDEOBRIDGE you
see and hear informal interviews
of people you’d like to know bet
ter on our video tape televisron
system You meet only the peo
ple you want to ifleet and who
and your
want to meet you
pnvacy is always Protected 11
you want to make your own
chorces, and control your Own,
social destiny, call us for more
information or a free demonstra
tom Remember, you only live
once
so make the most of en
Call 244 331:18. VIDEOBRIDGE
open M F 11 9 pm it Sat 116
pm Ask about our strident 65
LOU,
For Permanent Hair Removal, Call
Registered Electrolorest at 235 E
Santa Clara St, 294 4499
Gabardine, Herringbone, and
Tweed Beware’ Armageddon is
corning! Prepare to meet thy
Doom!
CORRESPONDANCE WELCOMED
I’ve been incarcerated for the past
four years Et would enjoy
exchanging letters with mature
minded students If you respond.
a photo would be considered an
additional pleasure Sincerely.
Mayo W Turner II, P0. Box
1000 Butner, N.C. 27509
DEAR -V11--L Happy late--B’day love
from roe and Mr Naddy
HEY, KAPISI Hope a was a goody
21st B’daY_ love Paddinglc.
MATCH- I’m going with a Bic How
does that strike your Your’s tin
truly. Lighter Side
BOBEISET TWINS: My apologies,
life is busy Hope to see you both
soon The 3rd Musketeer
I.

Fast Reasnnabli.
Ann Huston
San Jose
5763891
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Free Pregnancy test,
011 alternatives to pregnancy
Competent pregnancy termina
hon All services confidential
Call CHOICE
358 2766_
.
Detes-get Me most from your social
life Let us help you Question
noire sent in discreet envelope
All info confidential Match
maker, PO Box 24698, San Jose,
CA 95154
WEDDING PHOTOS FULL
COLOR Complete, lowest price
avail Call Lee 295 4999 Res

a

ii Help Wanted

I Service%
., Transportation
ii Travel

:1

stereos

EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student charter flights year
rd
ISCA 1609 Westwood
Blvd 0103 L A Calif 9:024
1213/ 826 5669, 8260955

Back by
Popular
Demand

services
(Ours)
Special Rates on
Personal Ads
2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1
JC 208
9am - 3pm

Print Your Ad Here
tie, each tinsel

(Courg awn., 30 betty,

Print name

Classification

Announcements

travel

SAVE THIS AD Before you pun
chase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 maior brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES
’ DATA SCORING CODING
PROCESSING
’ DATA
’ INTERPRETATION AND
DATA
REPORTING OF
REASONABLE RATES CALL
14081 262-8700 FOR FREE CON
SULTATION AND ESTIMATE
Don’t stay home to answer time
phone Let us sell n for you We
take merchandise or, consign
ment Sporung goods, photo
equipment, camping equipment,
stereos, typerwriters, anything
you have to sell except clothing
and stuffed furniture Call The
Outlet, 293.0926 174 South 1st
St.. SJ. Hours Noon 5 pm. Clos
ed Sat Et Sun.
CHILD CARE in my home 118
mths 4 yrsl Call day or evening
292-G448.

_ Phone

Address
-.t y

Semester tete 10 Issued S25.00
Check

ff.

PASSPORT it ID Photo Special
$2 oIl is ad fur 21..010f or 4 136W
photos Regular price 57 50 JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 7000 20
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ ibe
tween 10 Er 2nd
_ Streetl
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Pais
London
Shannon
Milan
Amsterdam
Frankfort
Zurich
Athens
Rome
Brussels
Israel
LISI/011
Hong Kong
Mexico
Philippines
Chicago
New York
Hawaii
Travel services avail
able. Email Pass
&mail Pass
International Student Identi
ty Caul Issuarice
Youth Hos
tel Cards
Overseas Job
Placement I Students Only)
Tour Informatron Budget’
Students Intraeuropean Flights In
Trains
Cartsing tours IP Eur
Iva
Student Flights to Asia
Africa, Australia Ft Middle East
from Europe
Travelers lit
surance
Travel Publications
Car Leasing
Purchasing
Student Tours to Israel In
USSR from Europe
Contact
Rot B. Days at CAMPUS
TRAVEL ADVISORS, 505 S
10th St at Williams St San
Jose, CA 95112 P1081 292 1613,
Mon Fri 9 am 5 p m or by
appointment 2599356

TYPING - IBM SELECTRIC
2533584
Reports, Theses. Resumes. Tenn
Papers, Letters, Etc Pick up and
delivery at SJSU
INTELLIGENT TYPING -editing,
form. grammar, It tapes Call be
tweeri 9 a ni 9 p m Margie
Reeves, 9% 1265
TYPING - TRANSCRIPTION. Term
papers, reStifflOS. IlleSOS, senior
protects, letters, etc 75( Palle
and up IBM Correction Seta
tries Small business accounts
sole:deft Call 263 4525 If a child
answers, don’t hang up Ask for
NORTH
KITTY CARTER
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SEA
VICE, 263 4525
Let -THE SECRETARY" type your
IPIPSIS. report or term paper Fast
and efficient IBM Sol Goner_
11/IO W001.1,11fIS also available
446 1525, ask for Betty
Dissertation deign Of analysis
blocs’ Call ACRE at 328 7175
TYPING SERVICE. Quality work

Each
add,
trona’
day
35
35
35
35

Minimum Three Lines One Day

if,,’ Httjht 4. .1
Ili.
fest time with ou hassles We
manufacture a complete fine 01
Hi Fi speakers and blank redo,
ding tape sold wholesale to the
public
Sounds
998.2691 TUffh Fri I 6, Sat
12 5
plI11114.11/q

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

F mimed is$.

forDays

’ Deadline. two days prior to pub
lication

’Consecutive publication dates on
i i Automotive
ii Housing
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
ly
ir Entertamment
i Lost and Found
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
’No refunds on cancelled ads
t ,For Sale
II Personals
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
____-. ------------------------------------------------------------------------

